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M ardi Gras ends w ith 13 Fat Tuesday arrests
Liz Soteros-McNamara
M U S lA N t; DAILY

Fat Tuesday in San Luis Obispo
proved to be nearly as busy for the
police department as Saturday night
with 13 arrests, nine of which were
arrests for drug and alcohol related
offenses.
That brought the total of Mardi
(!ras weekend arrests to 48. O f
those arrests, 2.S were alcohol relat
ed, 23 were traffic citations and the
remaining seven were for noise vio

lations, public urination and posses Sunday to watch revelers.
sion of marijuana, according to
“This is great. The message has
SLC4P1).
been received,” SLOPI) (iaptain
This is a 42 percent reduction Dan lilanke said.
The weekend did have some set
inarrests from 2005, when police
arrested 82 people. Police arrested backs however. Three of the arrest
206 people during Mardi Liras in ed on Saturd.iy night were San Jose
2004, with 193 arrested in conjunc State University students that came
to San Luis Obispo specifically for
tion with the riot.
Police officers from outside the Mardi Liras. Additionally, two
area were released from duty by underage Lial Poly students were
midnight Sunday. Only Sl.OPl) arrested for attempting to sneak
remained downt(nvn before dawn alcohol into Taco Hell on Tuesd.iy

night.
erty owners and community resi
IJefore the 2004 riot, San Luis dents, not the city, he said.
O bispo was hom e to the largest
He helped control the Poly
Mardi Liras celebration west o f the Koyal riot and the Mardi Liras 2004
Mississippi, according to SL O PI) riot, and said he sees value in the
prevention of riots.
Lt. Steve Tolley.
“Losing an eye is worth more
“ Letting the damage continue is
not an option,” Tolley said. He than $1 million,” Tolley said.
The city will scale back the num
added that the SL O PI) budget for
Mardi Liras was $300,000 this year. ber of police in San Luis Dbispo for
Tolley said that the total cost o f the next Mardi Liras.The city’s final
$1 million was not spent excessive Mardi Liras costs will not be avail
ly. Damage to property hurts prop able for several days.

t’s illegal, but they do it any
way.

I

Half past midnight lurches by as three
hooded silhouettes slink their way into the
Liai Poly University Union Plaza. Moving cau
tiously thnrugh the dimly lit arena, the three prowl
the area with light-footed stealth, surveying their
surroundings with the utmost intensity.
Something is going down in the plaza tonight and
this shadowy trio is on high alert for any unwarranted
attention.
Surveillance of the surroundings has checked out.
There is nobody else in sight.
“Fellas, you know what to do. Time for some rabid
hammers.” exclaims one of the lurkers as he whips out from
deep inside a backpack his weapon of choice: It’s a video
camera.
Dne of the others dashes over to the Perimeter Street
entryway and crouches'in the long shadows cast by the adja
cent stair case, glancing up and down the street.
“Lblast’s clear,” he yells back to the one with the camera.
“Jarvis,” the cameraman calls to the third member who
has moved into position on top of a concrete staircase. “It’s
all you, man. Let’s rip this place up!”
Mreaking the silence of dead night, four urethane wheels
hit the concrete, as Jarvis, mid-dash, throws his skateboard
under his feet .is he attempts to pull a trick down the UU
Plaza steps.
Skateboarders on campus say they must utilize the student
union and numerous other locales deemed .is “skate spots”
at late hours to .ivoid the police and concerned citizens who
think that skateboarders are a public nuisance.
The act of skateboarding, be it a mode of transportation
or the evolved, trick-oriented, mainstream form of this
hobby, hasn't alw.iys been a troublesome hobby to pursue on
campus. There was a time when skateboarding, in its infant
stage, was a legal and legitimate means of alternative trans
portation on campus.
I lowever, .is skateboarders began to develop tricks that
imolved doing “griiuls” and “slides” on rails and benches, a

B y lyier Wise

lie con
cern
for
destruction of
public and private
pmperty arose. And since
skateboards have the potential to
seriously injure riders and pedestrians, fear
for public safety solidified a judgment.
Enacted almost two decades ago, L'al Poly and
the entire L'SU system banned the use of skateboards
for tricks and transportation uses. 1)erived fmni Title 5
of the Llalifornia L'ode of Regulations, Section 41301E,
which prohibits “physical abuse on or otfthe campus ...
of campus property,” L'.il Poly enacted into their vehicle
code Section 21; Skateboard Regulations. 1 hese regula
tions (three in all) prohibit the use of skateboards for all
intents and purposes, and set the fine for first otfenses,
which now stands at $120. I he only exemptions to
see Underground, page 2
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Underground
continued from page I

the prohibition are special events
authorized by the Student Life and
Leadership and approved by the
University Police
Department
(Section 21.3).
Under the aliases “Jarvis,”
“Smalls” and “Mike Jones,” the
“Midnight Special,” a trio of Cal
Poly freshmen, have come out to the
UU at precarious hours because of
the strict regulations prohibiting the
use of skateboards on campus.
“There is just enough lighting out
here at midnight for us to do our
thing without the cops coming after
us,” said Jones, the designated cam
eraman. “Plus, there aren’t any dis
tractions, like some hot chick walk
ing by. Then the pressure is really on
to bust something (land a trick).”
For more than a month, since
Jarvis first discovered that there was
sufticient lighting in the UU Plaza at
all hours of the night, these skaters
have come out here to this “urban
playground” to hone their skills and
pursue their passion for skateboard
ing. During the day there is little
that they can do except dodge the
university police as they skate to
class. Trying to do tricks at Cal Poly
during the day is out of the question.
“There are too many students
walking around and too many cars
during the day so we pretty much
have to do this at night. It’s definite
ly a drag, but we’ve gotten used to
it,” said Jarvis, about the illegality of
his hobby.
Jarvis and the group said they
understand the potential public dan

gers associated with riding skate
boards on campus and instead blame
the inexperienced and careless riders
on campus for their present plight.
“Anyone who has ever tried rid
ing a skateboard knows it isn’t an
easy thing to control. It takes years of
practice to gain good balance and
control so that you can skate safely,
for yourself and the pedestrians you
skate around,” Smalls said.
Staring down at the skateboard
flipping between his hand, Smalls
sighed and said, “We’ve come to
terms with being a pretty misunder
stood group. Nobody would really
understand the amount of effort we
put into this and the triumph we feel
when we accomplish something on
this block of wood and wheels. You
wouldn’t understand what we do or
how we feel unless you were a skate
boarder.”
Concerning the destruction of
private and public property, the
group also felt they were being misundersttuid.
“We don’t usually mess up private
property, like small shops or any
thing, but we should be able to skate
on public property, even if we are
‘damaging’ it, because we are putting
something like a curb or a ledge or a
set of stairs into use better than any
one else,” Jarvis said.
“Yeah, and the government dam
aged nature when they put all this
concrete here anyway,” said Jones
with a snicker.
Though this skateboarding crew
feels that they are utilizing public
property to a greater potential, many
non-skateboarders hold a polar
opposite opinion.
Chief Bill Wattan of UIM) legit
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imizes the prohibition of skateboard
ing with the inherent risk that the
activity brings. Before skateboarding
regulations were set into stone, he
said C]ai Poly was paying $20,(KK)$25,000 in skateboarding-related
damages a year. The damages ranged
from chipped benches to scratched
paint on hand rails, from wax stains
to wheel marks on the ground (wax
is used on rough ledges to make the
surface slide better). Since the regula
tions were enforced, skateboardingrelated damages have significantly
declined to $1,(KK)-$2,(KK) a year,
Wattan said.
“The laws we have here are neces
sary because of the concern for dam
age to public property for one, and
also the risk to public safety. We
don’t want anyone getting hit by
skateboarders as they try their tricks,
or weave through people down
hills,” Wattan said.
Wattan also said that the campus
would be taking an unnecessary risk
if skateboarding was legalized “strict
ly for transportation purposes”
because there is still the danger of
injury.
“Skateboards can easily become
weapons, not intentionally, but a stu
dent who is riding a skateboard
might fall off because he or she is
going to fast and shoot the board
into someone’s ankle,” he said.
in addition, he said skateboardingrelated injuries are not covered by
any CSU insurance policy, so the
threat of lawsuits is a weighty con
cern. However, bicycles, a legal form
of alternative transportation permit
ted all throughout campus, are not
covered either.
Jarvis and the group feel cheated

in that respect but they are more
concerned with the lack of designat
ed skate spots (skateparks), and the
illegality of their passion, especially in
San Luis Obispo.
Joey Steil, a dedicated skateboard
er and employee of Monument
Boardshop in Arroyo Grande said
that skateboarding is a profitable
business in San Luis Obispo with
retail stores, such as Copeland’s, CCS
and Moondoggies, selling a variety of
skateboarding products.
“If the city is willing to allow retail
chains to make a buck off skate
boarding then they better be willing
to accept the fact that there are going
to be a lot of people using that
equipment and the city better have a
place for them to do it if they don’t
want kids to be (Steil raises hands
and makes the quote gesture) ‘dam
aging property.’”
The city has designated a concrete
slab in Santa Rosa Park, a mish-mash
of sun-bleached wooden ramps and
rusted rails, however many of the
skateboarders that go to this park say
the city doesn’t care about skate
boarding.
“We’re caged animals man,” said
one student at the park commenting
on the high chain link fence sur
rounding the park. “I’ve seen way
better parks in bummy places like
Salinas or Greenville. SLO considers
us a nuisance so they put us in this
cage.>»
Though skateboarders on and off
campus may feel persecuted for their
passion, some important members of
San Luis Obispo understand their
plight, but simply can’t help them
out.
“In terms of support and alloca

tion of funds, it would be a huge
undertaking for San Luis Obispo,
considering the tight budget we have
right now,” said council member
Christine Mulholland. “My son is a
skateboarder, so 1 feel I have a con
nection with skateboarders, more so
than say other council members, but
skateboarders would need to have
massive public support to divert
funds to such a project.”
Mulholland also doesn’t see skate
boards as a mode of transportation in
SLO in the near future.
“That is not possible, there is just
too much at stake, be it pedestrians
getting hit on the side walk, or skate
boarders out on the street getting
creamed by traffic,” she said.
Relaying these facts to Jarvis and
the gang, they roll their eyes and
mutter, “Figures.” This trio has
grown used to the criticism and the
difference of opinion with non
skateboarders. Feeling that they have
exhausted themselves with trying to
legitimize their hobby, they no
longer see a point in trying to argue
with campus administrators, city offi
cials or the police. Instead, they ride
their skateboards defiantly through
campus and through city streets.
A silent protest.
For the last three weekends, these
hooligans of the night have silently
crept their way into the UU Plaza,
ever so careful to go unnoticed until
it is time to “lay down some ham
mers.” Aggravating the calm night
peace with the rumble of urethane
and the firecracker snap of wood hit
ting the concrete, their skateboards
flap through the air.
Jarvis has now been attempting a
see Underground, page 14
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Favorites

The

Bar: Downtown Brew
Beer: (>oors Light
Movie: “I ’he Ih ree Amigos”
Music video; You fouch my Traíala
Song: lòto “Rains in Africa”
Body Part: the naughty ones
Country: Venezuela

^ Today’s scientists have substituted m athem atics for ex p e ri
m ents, and they w ander o ff through ecjuation after ec]uation,
and eventually build a structure w hich has no relation to
reality.
— Nikola Tesla

If You Could ...

Any com m unity’s arm o f force — military, police, security —
needs people in it w ho can do necessary evil, and yet not be
made evil bv* it. To do onlv4 the necessarv* and no more. To constantly question the assumptions, to stop the slide into atrocity.
— Lois M cM aster Bujold, “ Barrayar”

— meet anyone, who would it be?
George Bush.
— be anywhere right now, where
would you he?
Home in Bangkok because I don’t go
back often.

F lib b ertig ib b et: A

silly, flighty, or exces
sively talkative person.
P leo n a sm : The use of

more words than are
necessary to express an
idea.

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

Cal Poly
Name: Kendall Limon • Year: senior
H om etow n: Bangkok, Thailand • M ajor: agribusiness

— win the lottery tomorrow, how
would you spend the money?
1 would go shopping and donate to
animal shelters.

If You Could ...
Shout outs: To the girls at 46 and
Cortez and Sampson and Jose.
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State briefs
SAN LUIS OBISPO (AP)
The Board ot Supervisors decided
potbellied pigs cannot be kept as
household pets in residential
areas.
Alter Oceano residents com
plained about potbellied pigs in
Jim and Julie McDougalls home,
the board agreed potbellied pigs
are similar to hogs and swine and
require at least 2.5 acres ot land in
a rural area.
The couple keeps 10 pets —
tour dogs, two cats and tour pot
bellied pigs — on their quarteracre property in Oceano.
Neighbors complained about the
number of animals and alleged the
pigs smell and attract thes.
• • •
SALINAS (AP) — Two
teenagers robbed a 74-year-old
ice cream man pushing his cart
along Meyers Cxiurt.
One youth grabbed the man
from behind Tuesday afternoon
and the teens took a small amount
of cash and the mans wallet,
investigators said.
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Showing o f cartoons o f M uham m ad riles U C Irvine
Gillian Flaccus
ASSOC l AI Kl ) I’KhSS

IIWINE — A Student panel discus
sion on Islamic e.xtreniisni that
included the “unveiling” of cartoons
of the Prophet Muhammad, including
one of him wearing a bomb-laden
turban, repeatedly descended into
name-calling chaos Tuesday night.
The panel, which included one
Muslim speaker, was repeatedly inter
rupted by hecklers from the audience
who challenged assertions by panelist
Kev.Jesse Lee Peterson that Islam was
an “evil religion” and that all Muslims
hate America. Outside, hundreds of
Muslims and their supporters noisily
protested the event amid a heav>’
police presence.
At one point. University of
C'alifornia, Irvine police removed two
men, one of them a Muslim, from the
audience after they nearly came to
blows. Although there were numerous
heated exchanges, there were no
immediate reports of violence.
The 424-seat campus auditorium
where the panel discussion took
place was nearly full. Outside, sever-

AsscxaArEO press

Protesters against the discussion session and unveiling of the controver
sial Danish cartoons are seen Tuesday, in Irvine.

al hundred members of the Muslim was the equivalent of hate speech.
Student Union and their supporters
During the panel discussion, a
staged a protest and teach-in to moderator with The United
counter the event, which they said American C'omniittee dispLiyed six
cartoons:
three
depicting
Muhammad and three anti-Semitic
cartoons he said had appearetl in
Middle Eastern newspapers.
Thousands of Muslims worldwide
have protcMed, sometimes violently,
since the Muslim cartoons were pub
lished in a D.inish lu-wsp.iper in
Septenib'T and tiuii 'ii otliei
l.urope.m newspap . 'he Urawiii^^
an oft'-'iisivc e Muslim, i-ec.ime
Islamic tr.iditi' I m;\\iis c.n air,
depiction
Muii.imiiud iir an\
other prophet tor r ir thc\ couKl
lead to idol.itiA,
1he panel discussion got oft to ,i
contentious start, with the .ouncil
on .'\mericaii-lslaniic Kelations boy
cotting the event and calling the
UA(] a "fringe group.”
Later, panelists were cheered when
the\ referred to Muslims as fascists
and .iccused mainstream MusliniTHF AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
Anierican civil rights groups of being
“cheerleaders for termr.”
t s

Under Four . . . or losing control ?

“I put out a call to Muslims in
America: put out a fatwa on bin
Laden, put out a fatwa on alZarqawi,” said panelist Lee Kaplan, a
spokesman for The United American
CATinmittee. “Support America in the
war on terror.”
Osman Umaiji, former president
of the Muslim Student Union, equat
ed the decision to display the prophet
drawings to the debasement of Jew’s
in Ciermany before the Holocaust.
He said none of the Muslims who
protested outside the event would
attend if the drawings were displayed.
“The agenda is to spread
Islaniophobia and create hysteria
against Muslims similar to what hap
pened to the Jews in Nazi (íermany,”
said Umaiji, an electrical engineer
who graduated from Irvine last
spring. “Freedom of speech has its
limits.”
Organizers said unveiling the cartt)ons was part of a larger debate on
Islamic extremism sponsored by the
(College ILepublicans and The
United American Committee, a
fledgling group not afEiliated w’ith
the university.
Brock Hill, vice president of the
College Kepublicans, said his group
had a First Amendment right to dis
play the cartoons and noted that the
panel was to include a representative
from the Free Muslims C'oalition.
"Were not going against Islam
whatsoever." he s.iid. "This is about
tree speech ,ind the free marketplace
of uie.!
Moii.micd Lldessouky. 2'1. a enm
•::.)iog\ sUid'Mit who ittcnded tlv,
deciesioii. said he w.is disappointed
be; .iiise lie felt the pane! and tlu
audience were biased against Islam.
"I en te r e d it w ith an o p e n m in d ,
b u t I th o u g h t It w.is to t.illy bi.ised . I
th o u g h t th e p a n elists w o u ld b e m o r e
b a la n ced .

I

th in k it d id m o r e h arm

than g o o d .” h e said.

Eldessouky also said he felt slight
ly ofrended when the three panelists
who were not Muslim repeatedly
held up the Quran and told the
audience how to interpret it.

•Id Mission Thrift Store

42.6% pf Cal Poly students
have not experienced memory loss
due to drinking in the last year

25%
Date:

Friday & Saturday, l\^arch 3 &4

Time: 9:30am - 5:00pm

ii'i anUpscale thift store. _
No wonder Mission Thrift ii
celebrating 30 years in business!

Old M ission T h rift S to re
532 Higuera S treet (One block south of Nipomo)
805.544.0720
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Ethicists blast study testing fake
blood w ithout patients’ œ nsent

National
briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Scott Stapp thinks a recently
released sex video shovvinp him
and Kid Kock with several strip
pers is meant to sabotage him.
“Obviously someone wants to
hurt me and doesn’t want me to
be successful in my solo career,"
Stapp told Al* Radio in a recent
interview.
Stapp claimed the tape, which
was made m 1
was stolen from
him. He and Kid Rock have won
a temporary court order prevent
ing World Wide Red Light District
from distributing the video or pro
moting any part of'it.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
dramatic and sometimes agoniz
ing terms, federal disaster offi
cials warned President Bush and
his homeland security chief
before Hurricane Katrina struck
that the storm could breach lev
ees, put lives at risk in New
Orleans’ Superdome and over
whelm rescuers, according to
confidential video footage. Bush
didn’t ask a single question dur
ing the final briefing before
Katrina struck, but he assured:
“We are fully prepared.”

Lindsey Tanner
.SSSOCIATI I) I’k l SS

CTllC'ACiO — Imagine being in
a car crash, lying unconscious and
bleeding in an ambulance. With no
blood on board, paramedics give you
an experimental substitute, but even
at the hospital, you get fake blood for
several hours before doctors try the
real thing.
Medical ethicists say a study that is
doing just that on hundreds of trau
ma patients without their consent
should be halted.
It’s a renewed attack on research
that began in 2004 .ifter Northfield
Laboratories got federal appmval for
its study of the blood substitute
Polyheme.
1)ebate was reignited by a Wall
Street Journal story last week that
suggested the company tried to hide
some crucial details about another
blood substitute study back in 20(H).
The journal reported that 10 heart
surgery patients in that Polyheme
experiment had heart attacks, while
other patients given real blood did
not.
The Evanston, 111.-based company
halted that study and hasn’t pub

lished the full results, but Northfield
Ch.iirman Dr. Steven Gould said
there were no attempts at secrecy.
Gould said Tuesday that Polyheme
didn’t cause the heart attacks or dis
proportionately more deaths. He said
the study was stopped, not for safety
concerns, but because enrollment
was declining and tlw company
wanted to focus on trauma research.
file current study should never
have begun, said Nancy M.P. King, a
University of North Ckirolina ethicist
who co-authored articles for an
ethics journal. She and colleagues
wrote that real blood shouldn’t be
withheld from people who need it
without their consent.
“ There is a serious ethical fl.iw in
this complicated and novel study,”
says the article to appear next week
on the Web site of the American
journal of Bioethics.
Finding a viable blood substitute
would revolutionize emergency
medicine and could potentially save
millions of lives. The idea is to create
a product that works like human
blood but could be carried in ambu
lances and given quickly to people of
any blood type.
Baxter International Inc. halted

research on its contender in 1998
when more than 20 patients given
the substitute died.
Northfield now seeks to lead the
race and said Polyheme fits the bill. It
is made by extracting oxygen-carry
ing hemoglobin from human red
blood cells. Unlike saline fluid, the
standard pre-hospital trauma treat
ment, Polyheme has some of blood’s
tissue-nourishing
properties,
Northfield says.
The company’s previous study —
from 1998 to 2000 — involved hos
pitalized patients with defective heart
arteries who consented to get
Polyheme. Northfield’s stock sank
nearly 28 percent after the Wall
Street journal reported there were 10
heart attacks among Polyheme
patients.
In the current study, which began
in 2004, trauma victims get
Polyheme or s.iline fluid on the way
to the hospital. Once there,
I’olyheme treatment continues for
up to 12 hours, while those on saline
get blood transfusions.
More than 6(H) patients .it 31 trau
ma centers in 18 states are enmlled in
the study, and preliminary results are
expected later this year.

President & Board o f Directors

A SI Election
Packets
NOW
AVAILABLE

Class starts Monday Fabruary 27 •7:00 to 9:00 pm
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Senate moves
forward with
Patriot Act
approval
Laurie Kellman
ASSOCl.VM.n I'RKSS

WASHINGTON — The Seii.ite
oil Wednesday swatted aside a pro
longed filibuster against the renewal
of the USA Patriot Act and agreed to
add new curbs on tlie government’s
power to pry into private records
under President Bush’s antiterror law.
Barring any last-minute problems
in the I louse, the Senate action virtu
ally assures that Congress will renew
the act before it expires March 10.
The law’s opponents conceded defeat.
“dhe die has now been cast,”
acknowledged the law’s chief opptinent. Sen. Russell Feingold, D-Wis.,
after the Senate voted 84-15 to end
his filibuster. “Obviously at this point,
final passage of the reauthorization
bill is now .issured.”
Earlier in the day, the Senate voted
95-4 to add new privacy protections
for people who are targets of govern
ment terrorism investigations.
Feingold and a few other lawmak
ers complained that the restrictions
on government power would be vir
tually meaningless in practice.
M.ijority Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.,
refused to allow more tinkering,
pointing out that renewal of the 2(KI1
law is already months overdue.
In the face of overwhelming sup
port for the package, its opponents
conceded defeat.
“I am disappointed in this result,”
added
Feingold,
a
possible
Democratic presidential candidate.
“But I believe this fight has been
worth making.”
Final Senate passage of the renewal
was expected Friday, when senators
were expected to approve the second
half of the package, a House-Senate
compromise to renew 16 provisions
in the law.
Together, the votes Wednesday
were significant steps forward for the
stalled centerpiece of Bush’s war on
terrorism. The two-bill package
appeaa*d headed for passage in both
houses, and Bush’s desk, before the
expiration.
The new curbs n.*stnct somewhat
the government’s ability to access
records in terrorism investigations by
allowing court challenges to stmie
demands.
That’s not enough for Feingold
and Sen. Robert Byrd. I )-W.Va., who
were invoking several procedural
maneuvers to slow down the legisla
tion’s progmss. They and two others.
Sens, jim Jeffords, l-Vt., and Sen.Tom
Harkin, D-lowa. voted ‘no’ on the
new curbs. Sen. Daniel Inouye, DHawaii, did not vote.
“No one has the right to turn this
body intz) a rubber stamp," said
Feingold. the leading opponent of the
law in Gongress. “Tlie White House
pl.iyed hardball and the decision was
made by some to capitulate.”
1 be pmcedural wrangling in the
Senate prompted Hznise judiciary
C'.ommittee
C'.liairmaii
jim
Sensenbreniier, R-Wis., to pull the
measure off his chamber’s scliedule
for the day. The House was not
expected to vote on the matter until
next week.
Unable to reach accord for
months, C'ongress has twice extended
the expiration date. The 2(K)1 antiterrorusni law was .originally to have
expired Dec. 31. ,
,
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Thunder from down under
rolls into Central Coast

PHOTO COMMENTARY

Carolyn Ficara
MUSTANC, HAI1.Y

With the hard rhythms of a thunderstorm rolling across the outback plains
of Australia, the Tap Dogs’boots beat the stage with a rhythm that neither slags
nor slops.
The Tap Dogs, six Australian men that tap-dance, look like blue-collar con
struction workers, in flannel shirts and denim jeans. Their loud percussion will
rattle the rafters today at 8p.m. in the Christopher Cohan C'enter.
The troops originator, 1)ein Ferry, loves to dance. After learning to tapdance, he practiced long hours in the yard behind his teacher’s garage to be a
good tap dancer. The time came for the teenager to go seek his fortune and
Ferry left his hometown t)f Newcastle, England. With a steel workers union
card and a dream, he headeil south to Sydney.
Neither singing nor dancing paid for his supper, so he took a job as a con
struction worker. At work. Ferry is enlightened. He formed a dance troupe for
real men. ( -onstruction workers like to dance too. First calling themselves tlie
lap Brothers, the troupe keeps a solid footing of male presence. It's a caniarailerie tiling, an all-guy thing, he said.
The choreography is kept as masculine as it can be, the dancers have loosely
interpreted male beh.iviors with a seeming resistance to becoming too virile.
Tickets are available .it the Ferforming Arts ('enter ticket office or call
7 .S6 - 2 1 KI.

NICK COURY MUSI ANCi

Nick Coury

COURTtSY PHOIXI

1 pulled my beat-up Volvo over to
MUSTANC. DAILY
the side of the road and proceeded
to shoot whatever I saw.
After 1 returned from winter
I finished framing the windmill
and began wandering down the
break, I headed back to San Luis
Obispo anticipating another great road. Further down, I noticed a
quarter at Cal Fcaly. 1 got back to old field of fruit orchards that no
my house on Dec. 2^^, and for the longer were in use. There was a
pool of rainw ater on the edge of
first two days 1 was back, it
the orchard that reflected the fruit
rained and poured like nobody's
posts .iiid the sunlight; this is
business.
where my story goes wild.
Being the nature lover I am, I
I carefully walked amund the
headed out with camera in hand
big puddle, looking for the best
for some fa-sli rain photogr.iphy.
i'urri Road winds its way
shot of the reflection. 1 walked out
on some s.uidbags, which bordered
through the hills and farmlands
off of Los Osos Valley Road and
the orchard near the road. The
ends up in Los Osos on South
murky water, encrusted with dirt
and weeds, did a good job hiding
Bay Boulevard looking out over
the marshes.
how deep the water really was.
Unfortunately, I figured the pool
As 1 strolled down Turri Road
in the sunny afternoon, I noticed a not tes be deep and stepped out on
the dned-dirt top, thinking I could
tall windnull sticking out like a
sore thumb in the green landscape. get a ctx)l shot. The last step I

Music lovers beware: iPods œ uld kill you

B

e

O

u

... a young wom an was
killed as she rode her
bicycle through a crowded
London submb w hile
listening to her iPod.

made was a fatal one.
I stepped onto the dirt and
sunk up to my neck, fully
clothed, in mucky bog water. As I
fell, I threw' my arms straight up
in order to save my camera,
which ended up unharmed.
Ficture me neck-deep in a bog,
holding my camera straight over
my head.
I then put my camera on the
side of the bog and climbed out,
dripping and smelling of dirts' dis
gustingness.
1 walked back to my car, about
25 feet down the road, and put
my camera away, followed by
stripping down to my boxers,
which were also soaking wet and
drove home nearly naked with a
few pictures, a functioning cam
era and a dead phone that
drowned after being in my pock
et when I fell in the bog.

r

Further research proved that theory wrong. She had
G U E S T !
been living in London for years, and she rode the bike
TH E DAILY ATHENAEUM (WEST VIROINIA U.)
to work every day. It was a routine. She knew the area,
and she knew the inherent dangers. I decided that this
MORGANTOWN,W.Va. — Follow me, faithful
reader, as I unlock “The Mystery of the Noise-Canceling tragic accident was probably nothing more than that —
an accident.
Killer.”The evidence is probably going to shock you.
guest commentaries
I forgot about the London story until last Thursday,
Your stomach will turn, your spine will ringle, and when
we’re done you will immediately lay down the paper and when it unexpectedly zoomed past me at 7(K) mph. I
tackle the nearest person with an MF3 player, effectively was walking home fiom class, listening to some indie
favorites (WHAM!) on
saving their life. Let us
my iFod, when a red
begin.
streak of lightning nearly
A few weeks ago in
clipped me as I emssed
England, a young
the street.
woman was killed as
At the time. I was con
she mde her bicycle
vinced that it was the
thfxnigh a crowiled
devil himself, taking a
London suburb while
scenic
jaunt tlmnigh
listening to her iFod.
Morgantown on his stal
True story.
lion of injustice. But after
The police have
clearer heads prevailed, I
speculated that the
realized two absolute and
maniacal music pLiyer
undeniable truths about
is at least parti.illy to
— — —
—
the situation: I) It w.is just
blame for the incident.
The volume w.is up too loud, and she couldn't hear the some guy on a motorcycle 2) The Noise-Canceling
Killer had nearly struck again.
large truck appmaching her at an intersection.
But this time, he had gone too far — hit too close to
When I first heard the story, I was skeptical.
home. As I l.iy crying in the street. I vowed to never let
Something didn't fit. For one thing, 1 h.ive it on good
faith fnini a cultured and well-traveled
raucdjliyJfist in anger and pjquuicd to , I
British drive'on' thé witiiig si^ie^cif'tfie
victim, an Australian law'^chdol sAiden
Aaron Rote
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SICK?

As a last resort, use the
Mustang Daily as a tissue.
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Hangover? What hangover.
R O P i:
DRIVER LICENSE

ry mouth,
headache, sore
ness and slight
memory loss.
I had all the symptoms
ot a classic hangover.
On a Saturday after
noon, cheap pitchers of
Natural Light at The
Shack had sparked the
idea of drinking games among
some friends and 1. “Seven, 1 1,
doubles,” and “Bud-a-pound,”
were the likely culprits.
From there, it was some 40
waters, mixed in with some “beer
pong” at a friend's house while we
waited for the night to begin.
Just before we were ready to
head up the street, “The C'aptain”
(who goes by the name Morgan)
comes m with half a handle of
O ow n Royal and s.iys we’re not
le.iving before it's done. We obvi
ously h.ne no choice but to listen
to him. so the 2<l of us oblige him
by passing the drink in a continu
ous circle until it's empty.
We get to the party and it's fairly
crackin'. Some military guys are
running the keg. so we throw them

D

usually do that tv'pe of thing,
but tonight, thanks to who
knows how much I’ve con
sumed, I’m feeling it. If there
would have been a dance
contest at 1)ovvntown Brew
that night, I’m pretty' confi
dent we would have won.
Next thing I know, it’s
Sund.iy morning and I can
tell I swallowed at least a kega salute and get our cups filled.
Shortly after a iiuUe and 1 attempt worth of alcohol, which brings me
starting a dance party, what begins back to my condition.
I muster up enough
with around five-to-lO people
quickly dwindles down to a onestrength to crawl out of bed
on-one. However, she and 1 keep it and drag myself to the
up until the party’s over.
refrigerator. Inside is this
drink that I got from the
It’s that magical time between
Mustang Daily otFice. It’s
midnight and 1 a.m., and my
called “Urban Detox” by
night is far from done. I’ve lost
Function, and it claims to
track of most of the crew except
be a hangover cure.
for a few of us w ho get a cab
Although 1 initially dis
downtown. 1 end up rolling solo
to Downtown Brew.
missed the drink as a
Inside Downtown Brew, 1 see
(iatorade knock-off, the
Function Web site claims
some friends and we h.ive another
drink or two, but DJ Holla Back
the drink will “minimize
has the place blazing, so I decide it’s existing hangovers after a
night on the tow n,” so I
time tt) hit the dance floor.
thought why not give it a
I see a girl I knenv and she takes
shot?
me up on stage to dance. I don’t

I guzzled the drink in a gulp or
two, and to my surprise, it actually
worked.
My hangover wasn’t completely
gone, but my mouth regained fluid,
my mind started to clear and my
headache’s intensity decreased.
I wasn’t cured, but I felt a million
times better. And after what 1 put
myself through the night before, I
wouldn’t expect anything to com
pletely cure my symptoms.

Although
I initially
dismissed the
drink as a
Gatorade
knock-ofF...
I diought w liy
not give it a shot?

X n ic H knack

r

J P

'

o Ij

1 do realize 1 could have proba
bly drunk any kind of liquid and
it would have helped hydrate me.
But I’m not planning on reaching
that state any time soon to try the
alternatives.
1 could conceivably get wasted a
few more times and try Gatorade,
water or orange juice in the morn
ing, but I’d rather not use my
health and body for some sick sci
ence experiment.
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Students give classic new viewpoint
Miller wrote the play to take a closer look
at
potentially bad situations in order to bet
rendition o f Arthur Millers ‘The Crucible’
ter understand them, and possibly prevent
last week and hopes to stir things up
them from happening again.
“1 want (the play) to lead to thought,
understanding how. witch-hunts start and
Nick Coury
how to stop them,” Stauffer said .
MUSIANC; DAIIY
The new rendition of the play is also por
Tlie ('al Poly theatre and dance department trayed in the acting.The pkiy is done in a tech
presents their winter production, a “unicpie nique called “viewpoint,” and Stauffer used it
interpretation” of Arthur Miller’s “The to achieve more natural acting.
“One of the things we do is have all 20
Oucible,” which opened Feb. 23 in the Alex
and Fay Spanos Theatre located in the characters be on stage for the entire play, and
encourage is in
I’erfonning Arts
eVCry
SCCMle,”
Genter.
Stauffer said.
This produc
Stauffer wants
tion is not the
the
people to see
average adapta
the play and leave
tion of a classic
asking questions
story, but res
concerning poli
onates
feelings
tics that the play
and emotions of a
discusses.
more recent cul
ture.
“ H o p e f u 11 y
-Erma Stauffer
“It (the play)
people will come
really speaks to
(.firector
and see a drama
the political cliand be caught up
mate of today’s
in a story.”
society,” said Erma Stauffer, director of the
Tickets are available tlm)ugh the
play, and lecturer in the theatre and dance I'erforming Arts Genter liox Office for $12 for
and comnunheation studies program. “ What general admission, $10 for seniors and students'
is important is not the time period, but and discount group rates are .ivailable. Tickets
Miller’s message.”
can also be purchased by calling 7.SO-27H7.
Cal Poly theatre students debuted a new

W h a t is im portant is
n o t the tim e period,
but M ille r’s message.
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(XH RUSS moii>s
The C.al Poly Theatre and Dance Department is currently showing ‘The Crucible’ at
the Alex and Fay Spanos Theatre. The student play, which director Erma Stauffer
hopes get viewers questioning politics, closes Sunday. For more show times and
tickets, call 756-2787.
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If YOU, (like Frank
and Lulu) have
fabulous adventures
In Party Land,
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Road trips, sex and d ir^ Taboo

Monday - Guest commentaries
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The Mustang Daily staff Likes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring communitv'. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdaily@gmail.com
N O T IC E

The Mustang I )aily is a “desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
content decisions without censor
ship or advance approval.
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‘T()m hit it soft spot, ituin. ”

10

wo weeks and one day. In that amount
of time I will be rid of this desolate, cold
quarter and off to sunnier pastures for a
week of blissful, completely non-educational
enjoyment.
While
I
never plan
far enough
ahead for
those pricey

ble scenarios and ask whoever is trapped next to
you, drum roll... which would you rather? Here’s
a fine example: Would you rather only have sex
once a month, or wear a shirt every Wednesday
that says “ 1
Have Chronic
D ia rrh e a ” ?
S u r p r is in g ly
most
people
have
chosen
the shirt — we
s p r i n g
are a randy
break trips
bunch without
that all the
pi* r 1 r i
much to hide.
cool kids go
1 hemes
can
on, I still
range
from
manage to
bodily
func
get
my
tions, terrible
groove on
sex
fiascos, to
with
a
/
whatever else
high-speed
the sick mind
blender, a
can think up.
lot of tequi
BY
lANlCE
EDMAN
3
^
It’s guaranteed
la and some
fun for hours.
hot
party
The
next
music filling the empty hallways of my parents’ house until was created in tangent to the first: Who would
I pass out, solomente. Even so, it dties involve a you rather? As m, who would you rather get hot
three-hour car ride up north, which could and nasty w ith if you had absolutely no choice in
become an agonizing five hours if traffic in San the matter in the rare chance that you must have
Jose is bad (and it always is). That’s a lot of boring sex with someone or you will die a horrible
d e a t h ?
time perfect
(R e m e m b e r
for what has
— it’s all the
saved me at
oretical).
I
so
many
W oiild you radier only liave sex once a
c
a
u
t
i
o
n
tedious par
against Brad
ties, stale late
nic^ndi, or wear a shirt every Wednesday diat
Pitt
vs.
night coinerJohnny Depp
sations, etc:
says “1 Have Cl ironic l^)iarrliea?” Surprisingly
choices
—
dirty games.
you’re
not
As college
more people liave chosen die sliirt — w e are
losing either
students we
a nuidy biuich without much to hide.
way
there.
all know how
1)ig back in
to make a
your mipd to
game dirty
the most bor
(just try playing Taboo with my girlfriends and I some night), ribly unattractive person you have allowed to
But I’m referring to games that require no cards remain in your memory, and then find another to
or annoying buzzers to play ciut. Flere is a run- make the first seem almost doable in comparison,
down for when you board that six-hciur flight to Maybe your stats teacher in high school vs. that
homeless guy who always uses the computers in
Hawaii, you lucky cool kids.
The first is the absolute classic: Which would the library. Ewwww . . . but who would you
you rather? Now I’ve seen the hokey book ver rather?
The last one needs no introduction, it’s all in the
sion they sell at Urban, and I promise the weak sit
uations in there are far too tame to warrant any title: F— , Marry or Kill. Give another person
merit. The concept is simple — create two horri- three names o f mutual friends, enemies, whatever
— but you both must know
them. They must then rank
each person as who they
would f— , marry or kill (I
know, the name isn’t that
creative). Only one person
gets each designation, so
even if three hotties are
chosen, one still has to be
killed.
Playing it with
boyfriends is great because
they will always choose to
marry you. (Am I the only
one who gets a little thrill
*^??nlfere's this funny
out of that? Fine, the cheese
stands alone.)
quirk about human
So on that long trip to
a
nature, where we
as-far-away-from -schoolas-possible, before you
are all really eager
make the egregious mistake
of picking up a book, play
to see each other
these games and learn
By
naked, but need an
something
new
about
Daniel
yourself—
like
if
you
real
Cingras
arbitrary excuse to
ly would wear that shirt.

T

What does the

other sex ^
have to say i

EXPLAINS

do so.
Jtmke Udmittt is an Htiglish
senior^ a;td^ a Musti\tig Daily
coitwwist. ' ^
’

Tuesday - Political columnists
• Talk Back with Jack {Liberal view)
• The Rij^ht Way (Conseivath>e view)
by Jack Ingram and Brian Eller

Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
The ASI president writes about the
issues he finds important to the student
body.
by Tylor Middlcstadt

Thursday - Sex columns
• Daniel Sexplains it All (Male vietv)
• Under the Covers ivith Janice
(Female vietv)
by Daniel Gingius and Janice Edniaii
Friday - Two Classy Cients
Ihey've taken on Fresideiit Baker,
.Scientoh\t,;y, love-makiiif’ and Chuck
Liddell. What will our humor columnists
lake on ne.xt?
by Mike M.itzke and I >oiig Briizzoiie

O N L IN E

EXCLU SIV E

L IN E U P ...
Monday

The

BOTTOM

Line

TaeUing wnrfday »ihtcai UsuaB
in tha bnsinaBB mrorlit. **

Tuesday

the
W ORD
on the
SCREEN
an online column exclusive

Wednesday
• > 1 - .■

BIG
'luliaime Pyer
Thursday
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LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
In resp onse to C orn el
M o r to n ’s letter than king
us students
No thank you or any kind of grat
itude needs to be given to us stu
dents, Mr. Morton. The ones that
deserve the credit are the over 3.S()
“peace otbeers” from all over the
state that put this town into such a
paranoid fear over the weekend that
even things as sneezing in front of a
cop made you feel like it would be
cause enough for them to throw you
in county lock-up or at least get you
a “triple” fine.
The only reason there were no
major problems as in years’ past was
solely because of the number of cops
lining every street corner and the
rows of them on their shiny motor
cycles outside the bars waiting with
pen in hand to give out tickets for
whatever worthless otTeiise they
could find. All I’m saying is do not
give credit where credit is not due.
Thank the cops, city council and
especially the ta.x payers because
they are the ones who paid for all
the wasted police overtime, just
don’t thank the students.
Andrew Murray

much to erode personal freedoms as
conservatives. Is it conservatives that
want to ban handguns in San
Francisco? Was it conservatives that
prompted the re-writing of
California text books to be more
“politically correct?” Is it conserva
tives that insist on separate admis
sion criteria to universities based on
ethnicity? Hacking away at the
Second Amendment, rewriting his
tory to omit anything unpalatable
and affirmative action are just as
bad as anything you accuse conser
vatives of.
Your turn, Brian. Why do your
religious leaders feel the need to
meddle w-ith people’s lives? Why
should non-Cdiristians be bound by
the rules of Christianity? Telling
adults who they can and can’t
marry and telling women they can’t
have abortions is in the same ideo
logical ballpark as forcing women
to wear burkas. Unless you plan on
marrying another man or having an
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of innocent unborn babies when
you also oppose killing vicious
murderers? How can people who
claim to be “pro-life” in one
instance be “pro-death” in another?
A note to all Ingram supporters
who may write a letter to the edi
tor; Sorry this response is so disar
rayed, 1 was busy campaigning for
lower wages for women and mak
ing black people use the “special”
water fountain.
And on that note, my 2.S0 words
are up!
Joe Anderson
Statistics sophomore

S tereotyp in g d oes n ot
solve p rob lem s
In response to jack Ingram’s Feb.
28 commentary — What are you
trying to accomplish? Every time I
read an article whose sole purpose
is to bash on the beliefs of other
Americans, I grow and more and
more concerned that this country

when countless numbers of women
choose to have an abortion, we
don’t try them for murder. Is there
a difference in the thing growing
inside the murdered woman and
that of the woman who has an
abortion? Don’t both women con
tain a zygote undergoing meiosis
and mitosis to eventually reach the
end product of a human being? If
women can have abortions, why do
we charge murderers with multiple
homicides?
Which set of rules do we follow?
If its rules set out in the I'eterson
case, women should be charged
with first degree murder because all
intentional abortions are planned in
advance. It we allow abortions,
Peterson should h,ive only been
convicted of the murder of his wife.
Where is the line drawn?
As a side note, although 1 don’t
support the death penalty, there is a
huge difference between a convict
ed murder and an unborn child. If
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C ity used fascist tactics to
con trol Mardi Gras
1 was just concerned about the
course of action this city has taken
toward an event that was supposed
to unify the community not divide
and conquer it. Lets take a look at
the definition of fascism — oppres
sive, dictatorial control. I think this
word sums up the path the city
chose to take this Mardi Ciras week
end.
The city’s overreaction to a riot in
2(M)4 that was sparked off by the
confrontation and direct challenge
by police toward a crowd of partying
students is not justified. I have lived
in Cedar Creek since this summer
and I have been thinking of moving
into a house for some months now.
What I e.\perienced this weekend
along with other certain circum
stances has solidified my decision to
move out and get a room in a house.
The police made C'edar Creek look
like a prison, installing cameras, sta
dium lights and the use of residency
and guest passes to get in and out.
This IS the land of the free right?
I come fRiiii the Bay Area and 1 have
never experienced anything near
fascism, and here in C!entral
C'alifornia 1 got a taste of it. 1 think
this cits’’s discrimination toward stu
dents is not fair in any sense; 1 like to
think about what this city ssould
look like without students. A good
solution would be to do what Santa
Barbara does and let the students
party with police supervision — not
intimidation and a showing tit brute
force.Tlns is the U.S., mit a dictator
ship.
Genaro Rodriguez

JAMES GLEN MU.STAN(;

abortion, those issues are none of
your business. Some things should
n’t be up to the government.
You’re both exactly the same.
Each of you thinks that you know
how to better run other people’s
lives, and go about your own means
of preaching. Instead of arguing
with each other, you should com
bine forces and really get to work at
telling everybody how to lead their
lives.
Assaf Kremer
Computer en^ineerinj^ senior

D ear Jack Ingram

(!an you imagine a country
where one small grt>up of elitists
controls the whole countiy and its
resources, where there is no such
thing as voting, free speech or even
in some cases, the right to have
more than one child? I can, it’s
called cinnmunism.You should feel
lucky that we “fascists” over here let
you s,iy whatever you please, no
matter how ludicrous it m.iy be.
Ntnv let’s just get it out of the
w.iy that you couKln’t be more cor
rect about intelligent design, it’s just
ridiculous. That's about all I agree
with.
You make it seem as though
conservatives want back-alley abor
Political science Junior
Secretary of the Political Science cluh tions and want babies to be extract
ed from the womb with coat hang
fo r C a l Poly
ers. Not true, they don’t want abor
tions in the first place, but they
Jack Ingram and Brian
realistically accept that it is impossi
Eller: Y ou’re b oth w ron g
You want specifics? I’ll start with ble to completely wipe out. As you
failed to point out, conservatives
Jack. Didn’t you write that you
also
support insane laws like letting
don’t like to stereotype? Has some
thing changed? Your entire editorial girls drop off their babies at hospi
was rife with stereotypes of conser tals.
Isn’t it even more of a logical
vatives. All that aside, you ignore the
leap
of faith to support thé killing
fact that liberals are doing just

has entered an unrecoverable tailspin of hate, ignorance and the
refusal of its citizens do anything
besides piss and moan about not all
sharing the same perspectives.
Haphazardly criticizing the view
point of another without offering a
solution, compromise or otherwise
plan of action is as worthless as the
chicken scratch on the bathroom
mirmr. Instead of venting disdain
for that which one does not under
stand, why can’t the social com
mentators of our generation choose
to offer realistic suggestions to
bring about change? Say something
constructive for once.
Like it or not, w’e live in a soci
ety- severely divided, and if this
nation h.is any chance of righting
itself, we need to learn to work
together, not waste our time judg
ing, stereotyping and loathing one
another. The two party system
wtirks by encouraging compromise
between two extremes, finding a
gray between the black and the
white, not by inciting a war of
words bent on converting an entire
country to the right or the left.
We’re not all supposed to agree
with each other, but if we don't try
to understand one another, how can
we expect to improve our current
situation? So please, quit your
whining and consider trying your
hand at writing something insight
ful.
Ryan Austin
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General ent’ineerint’ sophomore

O K , w h o ’s right?

Where is the consistency? Why
is it that when Scott Peterson killed
his wife he was convicted of second
degree murder of the fetus, yet

daiiy

you say that people cannot be
antiabortion and pro-capital pun
ishment, you are saying that a con
victed killer and unborn baby are
the same. At least murders receive
trials before they are killed.
Nathaniel Knock
Materials en^ineerinj^ sophomore

Jack, Jack, the n am e call
in g hack
What a short memory Jack
Ingram has. It was less than a
month ago that Jack wrote
“Political convictions without polit
ical labels,” an article denouncing
political labels. (I won’t even begin
to describe the in>ny of such an
article appearing in a column
labeled “From the Liberal
Perspective.”) Just this past Tuesday
in his article “Abortion will not
pull a disappearing act,” he decided
to claim that all conservatives do
not “think at all,” and that their
beliefs are “idiocy.” So you believe
that we should talk about issues not
political labels, yet you sj)ent your
entire article labeling all pm-lifers
as not only conservative
kepublicans, but idiots driven by
irratitinal thought. I did not see a
single argument for or against statecontrolled abortion in your “opin
ion” article. What I did see was
name-calling and ignorant stereo
types of religious belief. Instead of
giving a thoughtful treatment of a
very important issue, you perpetu
ated the same old partisan hackery
that we have seen a nauseating
number of times before. Instead of
convincing yourself that those who
don’t agree with you must simply
be stupid, why not try contributing
something thoughtful to the Daily.

Oh yea, please stop claiming that
abortion and capital punishment
have the same moral implications.
This notion requires one to give
the exact same moral treatment to
an unborn baby as they dt) to a
sLite-convicted criminal. No matter
how you reason the ethics regard
ing these two things, you can’t deny
their numerous and substantial dis
similarities.
Brian Saponas
Aerospace ena^ineerint’ senior

N o te to self:
It’s liberals like you,Jack Ingram,
that make me embarrassed to admit
I’m liberal. Although my ideologies
are moderately liberal, I find myself
more often defending conservatives
over brash near-sided comments
like yours. First of all, there are two
sides to every issue. The more con
troversial the issue is, often it’s
because there are two strong,
opposing arguments. If you don’t
get that, then give your editorial
space to an informed liberal,
PLEASE. To think that all liberals
are tree-hugging hippies fighting
against rich, white fundamentalist
men, is what I call not thinking
critically. Pro-life people believe
fetuses have the same rights as a
born human, while pro-choice
believe women have the right of
choice for their bodies. Bt)th sides
are fighting for two “beings” in a dif
ficult position. The majority of peo
ple fall somewhere in between the
extR’ine of both these arguments,
according the most objective polls.
Many pRi-life people have built pmgrams offering women alternatives
and support. Fmm a non-R‘ligious
point of view, theR‘ is nothing dumb
about using religious beliefs to form
moral opinions, so don’t call Jesus a
crutch. Every one of your claims
about conservative standpoints an.*
over-simplified fallacies, many very
offensive, and certainly a result of not
thinking critically. For example, your
comment on affirmative action, in
short, said that many opposers don’t
want someone to get a job over
another qualified applicant only
because of their ethnicity, including
many minorities who would benefit.
Some argue that it’s encouraging the
idea that minorities need “extra
help.” I don’t think this makes a perst>n racist. While supporters argue,
qualified minorities would be left
behind otherwise. Next time instead
of tossing off an opposing viewpoint
as itliocy, yi>u might be K'tter off
arguing over pertinent points of the
issue, than bashing the opjsosing peo
ple, (Note to you: Sign of a weak
argument.)
Renee Brown
A\>rihusiness sophomore

If you want to lower the
am oun t o f abortions, vote
D em ocrat
( >h, another abortion debate, an
issue that neither side understands
the other on, but let me give my
interpretation aiul I can read why I
am wmng in upcoming issues. T he
Kepublicans' ultimate goal is to outl.iw abortions, not suip abortions, just
outlaw them.
1 s.iy this because Kepublicans
R'fuse to fund anything but absti
nence-only education, which has
shown tt) be significantly less effec
tive at lowering abortion rates, th.in
teaching birth ctintml.They also tn,’
to outlaw emergency contraceptives
which do NOT terminate pregnan
cies. Democrats support policies
which actually lower the number of
abortions.
Nathan Giusti
Electrical en^ineerint; freshman
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State bill aim s to ensure
higher-education access
Alice T zou
DAIIY C A llhO K N IA N (U( -Ml UKl l ( Y)

llEKKELEY, Calif. — A new
state Senate bill introduced two
weeks ago could help colleges and
universities accommodate a grow ing
population of high school students.
The College Opportunity Act
would tr^' to keep C'alifornia col
leges and universities accessible by
increasing state involvement in
higher education, especially in areas
such as accountability and K-12
preparation, supporters said.
The goal is in line w'ith the states
Master Elan for Higher Education, a
long-range vision for higher educa
tion enacted in I960.
“What this bill does is ensure that
we adhere to the I960 Master Plan
promise, which is that there would
be a place in the school for every eli
gible student,” said Candice Chung,
spokesperson for Assemblymember
Carol Liu, D-La Canada Flintridge,a
sponsor of the bill.
State Sen. Jack Scott, D-Altadena,
chair of the senate education com
mittee, authored the bill, which is
also supported by a bipartisan group
of legislators.
State legislators and bill propo
nents said that a burgeoning popula
tion is threatening accessibility to
the states higher-education institu
tions.
The states population of 18-to
24-year-olds has experienced a

u sta n g

“tidal wave” of growth in recent
years, leading to a spike in college
enrollment, according to studies.
“There’s a chance that students
can be shut out of college. The
Master Plan can be broken unless
the state does something about it,”
said
Elaine
Uongiovanni,
spokesperson for the C'ampaign for
College (')pportunity, a non-profit
group that helped introduce the
bill.
The new bill lays out a long
term vision for state participation
in higher education.
Expanding on the governor’s
compact with the University of
California, which provides funding
for the enrollment growth, the bill
calls for the the state to set a 10year enrollment plan and a lO-year
financing plan.
U C ’s compact with the governor
currently ends in 2011.
The bill includes new recom
mendations for the state, such as
mandating an annual meeting
between higher-education leaders
and public officials to assess
progress.
In addition, the bill would
require the state to be more active
in educating students about their
college opportunities.
The bill also recommends that
schools use results from state tests
given in the 11 th grade to help
high school students prepare for
college.
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Pot l^alizad on measure moves
forward ’with help o f Colorado c o ll^ ^
Vimal Patel
lUM KY M O L'N IA IN C U I ltC I A N (C O IO K A IK )
SIAM- U.)

FOKT COLLINS, CLolo. — A
proposed statewide measure in
Colorado that would legalize small
amounts of pot for adults is one step
away from being put before voters,
and on Thursday, the group behind
the push will be at Colorado State
University to train signature collec
tors.
Mason Tvert, executive director
of the pro-pot legalization SAFER,
said he and his group will be in
e S U ’s Lory Student Center at 6
p.m. Thursday.
“You’re going to be seeing signa
ture collection on campus all year,”
he said.
Before the Alcohol-Marijuana
Equalization Initiative is placed on
November’s ballot, SAFER must
collect nearly 68,0(M) signatures, a
figure calculated by taking five per
cent of all votes cast in the last race
for secretary of state.
Tvert is set to kick off the signa-

ture-collection process at a noon
press conference today in front of
the CLapitol building, and later
tonight is set to be at the (Colorado
University-Boulder campus.
It’s not surprising that two of
SAFER’s first stops in the signature
gathering phase of the proposed bal
lot measure are at C7olorado univer
sities.
Tvert said his group, which
gained international attention after
the passage of 1-100 in Denver, start
ed on the state’s university campuses
because they are at the heart of the
nation’s alcohol problem.
The group’s main argument is
that marijuana is not as harmful as
alcohol, and therefore it’s illogical
and fundamentally unfair to keep
the plant illegal while allowing the
drink.
“We just don’t think people
should be punished for making a
safer choice,” he said. “If an adult
prefers to smoke marijuana rather
than drink alcohol, we shouldn’t
prevent them from doing so.”
Beverly Kinard, president of the

C7hristian Drug Education Center,
strongly disagrees with Tvert’s claim
that marijuana is more benign than
alcohol.
“The harm that can come to our
young people (if marijuana is legal
ized) is absolutely amazing,” she said.
“It would be one of the most devas
tating things that can happen to our
children.”
She added that marijuana leads to
the use of harder drugs.
“As they go down the hill of
depression, they find other drugs
that make them feel better because
marijuana has depressed them,”
Kinard said.
Tvert has said there’s a correlation
between marijuana use and harder
drugs — the same way there’s a cor
relation between eating fries and
cheeseburgers — but that there’s no
causation.
Even if voters approve a statewide
pot legalization measure, the drug
will still remain illegal under federal
statutes. But it’s extremely rare for
the federal government to intervene
in minor pot-possession cases.

Employers say felonies can hinder job searches
Elizabeth Cook
MINNESOTA DAILY (U. MINNESLITA)

M INNEAPOLIS — Flashing
lights illuminate the side o f the
house, police file out o f their cars
and some students are given minor
consumption citations. It’s a com
mon weekend scene in Dinkytown
that some might think can hurt
their chances of employment.
First-year
University
of
Minnesota student Melissa Ritter
discovered an option to clear her
record when she was ticketed with
minor consumption m the third
week of September. Along with the
citation was information about the
restorative justice program, a
chance to erase the incident from
her record.
Having a criminal record could
affect future employment, depend
ing on the severity of the crime.
But most employers interviewed
said they aren't as concerned about
misdemeanor crimes as they are
about felonies.
Nonetheless. Ritter decided to
go through the restorative justice
program in November to erase the
charge from her record and to save
money by not paying the fine.
Instead, she did eight hours of
comimimty service.
This w.iy future employers will
see an unblemisheLl record.
Daniel Haas, the assistant manag
er of Noodles and Company, said
the company does background
checks — on which a misde
meanor would show up — on all
employees for safety purposes.
Haas said during the checks they
look for more serious offenses, like
theft or any type of behavioral
issues. But if someone has many
misdemeanors, it could affect their
hiring.
In some jobs, every misde
meanor counts. The Army does an
extensive background check, said
Capt. Valent Bernat III. If anything
comes up, it must be cleared
through a waiver.

Every offense — even juvenile
ones — show up, Bernat said. If it’s
something like minor consump
tion, the waiver can be issued in the
recruiting office through an inter
view, Bernat said.
But if it’s something like theft,
the waiver process is more exten
sive and not automatic.
Eighty-five percent of Army jobs
require security clearance; if a per
son has a felony conviction, they
will not get cleared, Bernat said.
But they could still find other
employment with the Ariny.
Besides waivers for military jobs
and the restorative justice program
for livability crimes, there are other
ways to get a conviction erased,
said University Student Legal
Service Director Mark Karon.
One way is through expunge
ment, Karon said, which seals the
record through a court order.
This is easier to do when it’s a
lesser offense, but in some cases it
can be done in more serious
offenses, like assault. Karon said.
CLertain employers won’t hire a
person if he or she has been con
victed of certain offenses, he said.
For example, drug charges would
impact a job in nursing or the
medical field and theft, swindle or
tiaiid would affect the law field.
Dishonesty crimes also can affect
hanking jobs, said Richele Messick,
a Wells Fargo representative.
Any type of criminal record
dealing with dishonesty crimes,
such as theft, would prohibit some
one from a job with the company,
Messick said.
It doesn’t matter how valuable
the item was, or how much money
was taken; if someone has a theft
conviction, they can’t get a job
with Wells Fargo, Messick said.
Ciertain theft convictions can be
expunged, and while students
might think a drug conviction
could haunt them for life, there are
ways around that, too.
judge Gary Larson, the presiding
judge o f the 4th judicial District

Drug Court, said having a felony,
such as certain drug convictions, on
a record is a “huge negative” that
impacts employment, housing and
student loans.
Through the drug court there
arc two record-clearing programs
available involving drug treatment
and a probationary period — a
diversion program and Minnesota
Statute 152.18.
These are both for lower level
drug offenses. Through these pro
grams a person can go through
treatments and drug tests, and in
about a year, the conviction is
cleared from their record, Larson
said. The only difference is that to
qualify under statute 152.18, the
person must plead guilty, while the
diversion program requires no plea.
Each year nearly 2,000 new cases
arrive here, the largest drug court
in the nation. Larson said.
While some employers have hard
and fast rules detailing which
crimes
are
acceptable,
the
University is less explicit when it
comes to its hiring procedures and
what affects employment.
Lori Ann Vicich, director of
strategic communications at the
University, said each person is dealt
with on a case-by-case basis.
During the hiring process, the
hirer picks which'categories will be
included in the background check,
depending on the job.
These could include academics,
sex offender registration or crimi
nal felony and misdemeanor con
victions.
Some students said they believe
background checks can be bypassed
by knowing the right people.
English and wom en’s studies
senior Alison Fox said having a
criminal record won’t necessarily
disqualify someone, but it also
won’t help.
Giving the example of the child
of a chief executive, she said, “1
think it’s all a matter o f other qual
ifications,” she said. “It’s all about
who you know.”
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International
briefs
WARRI, Nigeria (AP) —
Militants released six foreign oil
workers, including a diabetic
Texan celebrating his 69th birth
day Wednesday, taken captive last
month to press fighters’ demands
for a greater share of oil revenues
generated in this restive southern
state.
Hut three other hostages, two
Americans and a Briton, were
kept by militants from the
Movement for the Emancipation
of the Niger Delta. A militant
spokesman said all “low-value”
hostages taken Feb. IS had been
freed.
• • •

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Authorities regained control of
Afghanistan’s most notorious
prison after four days of rioting
allegedly spariced by al-Qaida and
Taliban convicts left at least six
people dead, a senior Afghan offi
cial said Wednesday.
I9eputy
justice
minister
Mohammed Qasim Hashimzai
said more than 1,3(K) unruly pris
oners, including 350 Taliban and
al-Qaida inmates accused of
fomenting the uiimst, were trans
ferred to another block of the
prison under ofticial guan.1.
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6 fth U .S
Deb Riechmann

US President
George W.
Bush, left,
waves to the
media as
Indian Prime
Minister
Manmohan
Singh looks on
after Bush
arrived in New
Delhi, India
on Wednesday.

ASSOCIATED I’KESS

NEW DELHI, India — Iftesident
Bush opened a three-day visit to
India on Wednesday to warm rela
tions with the world’s largest democ
racy, but says he doesn’t know' if he’ll
be able to seal his elusive nuclear deal
with New Delhi.
Bush wants to share U.S. nuclear
know-how and fuel with India to
help power its fast-growing economy,
even though India w'on’t sign the
international nonproliferation treaty.
I )espite telephone diplomacy from
Air Force One as it flew to South
Asia, disagreements remain. If
reached, the landmark accord would
represent a major shift in policy for
the United States, which imposed
temporary sanctions on India in 1998
after it conducted nuclear tests.
“We’ll continue to dialogue and
work, and hopefully we can reach an
agreement,” Bush said. “If not, we’ll
continue to work on it until we do.”
In a surprise detour to Afghanistan
on his way to India, Bush dowTiplayed the significance of getting the
deal completed during his visit. The
success of his trip, however, will be
judged on whether the two sides can
agree on how to split India’s nuclear
weapons work from its peaceful

a s s i k ;ia i e d

nuclear program, and place the later
under international inspection.
“The one thing that is absolutely
necessary is that any agreement
would assure that once India has
decided to put a reactor under safe
guard that it remain permanently
under safeguard,” Secretary of State
('ondoleezza Kice told reporters on
the plane.
Indian Foreign Secretary Shyam
Saran has stressed the need for clarity.
s.iying. “We need to make sure there
are no ambiguities which mav create

difficulties for us in the future.”
Bush spoke in Kabul, standing
alongside Afghan President Hamid
Karzai, whose fragile government is
facing a resurgence of violence from
al-Qaida and repressive Taliban mili
tants. Bush said he thinks Osama bin
Laden, the mastermind of the Sept.
11 attacks, will one day be captured.
“I am confident he will be banight
to justice,” Bush said.
Bush and his wife, Laura Bush,
arrived after sundown at an liulian air
force statiem in Palam, outside New
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Delhi. He is the fifth U.S. president
to visit India, which is home to
more than 1 billion people and has
the world’s second-largest Muslim
population.
Setting aside protocol, Indian
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
welcomed Bush at the airport. The
president’s motorcade rolled effort
lessly through streets that earlier
were clogged with noisy trucks,
bicycles and other vehicles, includ
ing green-and-yellow motorized
rickshaw s weaving from lane to lane.

• • •

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Bombings in B.ighilad killed 2o
people, and tiuir others died when
mortar rounds sl.immed into their
home" in a nearb\ town
Uednesilay, the
..'.ikI day
^urging violenc'- after authoritie'.
lifted a eiirtew that brietlv calmed
sectari.in attacks. A spokesman for
the powerful .Association of
Muslim Scholars criticized the
Shiite-led government for failing
U) pmtect Iraqis, and he urged
Sunnis to defend their mosques.
• • •

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Kepresentatives of a U.S. Muslim
advocacy gmup joined in appeal
ing Saturdav tor the release of
American journalist Jill tlarmll as
a deadline set by kidnappers
passed with no word on her fate.
At least 12 Iraqis died in bombings
and shootings nationwide.
• • •

LOND ON (AP) — Police
charged three suspects Wednesday
in the $92 million robbers at a
cash depot in southeastern
England — the world's largest
know n peacetime theft.
The charges against the trio aathe first in the investigation of the
theft last week at the securitswarehouse in Tonbridge, 30 miles
southeast of London.
• • •

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) —
Inmates rioted at tha*e Jordanian
prisons Wednesday over the fates
of two convicted al-Qaida killers
and a would-be suicide bomber,
raising new concern about
inca'asing sympathy for the ternir
network in Mideast prisons.
The prisoners took a highranking ofticial hostage and
injuR'd several other police before
the 14-hour standoff ended with
out major bloodshed.
Jordan Jater announced that it
had arR'sted two Iraqi men and a
would-be Libyan suicide bomber
who belonged to al-Qaida and
plotted an attack on an unspeci
fied “vital civilian facility” in the
capital, Amman.
.1
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Bush says U.S. will stick by
/Afghanistan, predicts bin Laden
win eventually be captured
Terence Hunt
.ISMH l.lti'il p i ' ""

K.ABUL, .Afghanistan — President
Bush, on an unannounced visit to
Afghanistan, vowed Wednesday to
stand b\ this emerging democracy
and not “cut and run” in the fice of
rising violence. He alst) predicted
Osama bin Laden would be captured
despite a futile five-year hunt.
“Tin confident he will be bnnight
to justice.” Bush said, standing along
side Afghan President Hamid Karzai
outside the pa'sidential palace.
Bush alsti rallied U.S. tmops and
expressed solidarity with Karzai's
U.S.-backed government in a surprise
visit of just over four hours at the
onset of a South Asia trip.
He later tlew to New Delhi, India,
wlieR' tens of thous.uids of Indians
demonstrated Wednesd.iy against his
visit, and was visiting Pakistan later in
the week.
*
Bush pledged that bin Laden, the
al-Qaida leader, and other planners of
the Sept. II, 2(M)1. terrorist attacks
would be caught.
“It’s not a matter of if they'a* cap
tured and bnnight Ui justice, it’s when
thev ’a' brought to justice,” Bush said.
It was the first pa'sidential visit to
Afghanistan since the United States
anited the Taliban and began a thus
far fruitic'ss five-year search for bin
Laden in the a-gioii.
Bin Laden is believed to be hiding
out somewhea* along the niountainous Afghanistan-Pakistan border.
Bush held a working lunch with
Karzai and other Afghan leaders,
attended a ribbon-cutting ceremony
at the U.S. emba.ssy in Kabul and
spoke to U.S. ta>ops at Bagrani Air
Ua.se.
“People all over the world are
watching the experience here in
Afghanistan,” Bush said, praising
Karzai as “a friend and an ally.”

K.irz.ii took piiwer .iftei U.S -led
force^ overthress the lalib.in regime
But lalib.in iiiMirnents
and .il-Q.iida
s’
X,
inihtantN have been increasing
attacks within Afghanistan in recent
months.

The director of the I )efense
Intelligence Agency, It. (ien.
Michael I). .Maples, told a congres
sional hearing in Washington on
luesdav that the insurgency was still
growing and posed a greater threat
to Karzai's government "than at any
point since late 2(Mll.”
Karzai greeted Bush as “our great
friend, our great supporter, a man
w ho helped us liberate.”
lurning to his three-day visit to
India. Bush said the United States
and Indian government still have not
reached a deal over U.S. help tor
India's civilian nuclear pa>gram.
“This is a difticult issue,” he said.
Negotiations were continuing. Bush
said.
“Hopefully we can reach an
agreement.” Bush said. “If not, we'll
continue to work on it until we do.”
U.S. restrictions on providing
nuclear assistance to India, slapped
on after back-to-back nuclear
weapons tests by India and Pakistan
in 1998, remain m place.
Bush and Indian Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh signed an agree
ment in July that would pawide
India with nuclear fuel for the coun
try’s booming, but energ\-starved
economy.
But the pact faces some political
opposition in both countries, mostly
over determining how to separate
India’s civilian and military nuclear
facilities.
Asked about the search for bin
Laden, and of the president’s longago call for getting him “dead or
alive,” Bush said the search for bin
Laden and his associates continues.
r • **f > ^
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Come see Giusep|x.*'s newest venture at
1010 Court Street accross from McCarthy’s Pnb.
Authentic brick fired pizza by the slice, deli, salads.
Artisan gelato, expresso, pastries and more.
Palazzo Giuseppe Express oj)en 8:(X)am to late night
7 davs a u eek

C i;,,

PALAZZO

(805) 541 9922
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Underground
continued from page 2
new trick down the plaza steps tor
almost 20 minutes, and the rest ot
the crew is beginning to get antsy.
With every attempt and minute
that goes by, the uneasiness begins
to mount. There is only so little
time they can make such a racket
without going unnoticed.
Jones darts up tVom his crouched
positit)u near the street erect as a
suspicious prairie dog out of his
hole, lie sees something coming.
"C'AK!” he yells, and the crew
runs behind the stairs out ot' sight
t'rtnn the road, t'eart'ul that the
lurching sedan might he universitv
police.
Fvilse alarm. It's just some late
night prowler in a beat-up Cavic.
Everyone heads back to their

= N

strategic positions and the skate
boarding session continues.
‘‘All right, fellas. I’ve got this
one in the bag,” says Jarvis as he
readies up to land the trick.
SNAP. CATCH. HAM!
Jarvis pulls the trick in one last
attempt and is showered by
applause as he rides away. With a
couple of knuckle taps (the mod
ern day high-five), and beaming
smiles on their faces, the crew
packs up their gear and heads
home. Mission ,icconiplished.
Kegardless of what campus or
city regulations dictate about their
hobby these three are passiemate
enough to get a\v.iy with skate
boarding wherever and whenever,
whatever it takes.
It's now 1:07 a.m.
No one ever knew they were
there.

f ^ n u t s m ^unv^

^ ^ /ifo r v v v ^
Fantastk ocean views!
Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from

campus

visit www.skydhrasantabarbara.coin or call 805-740-9099 ^

u sta n g

20%

discount

wMi student Id

DESIGNER
$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT
WALK-INS WELCOME!

HAIRCOLOR SPECIALISTS
★ 805-544-7202 ★
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 5:00
973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO

AHEN

SPRAY-TANNERS
Try getting a natural tan
on the Matrix!

Bassem Mroue
ASSeX IAThl> l*Ri:SS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Saddam
Hussein said in a defiant courtroom
confession Wednesday that he ordered
the trial of 14H Shiites who were
eventually executed in the PlHOs, but
he insisted he had the right to do so
because they w'ere suspected of trying
to kill him.
The dramatic speech came a day
after prosecutors presented the most
direct evidence against him in the
four-month trial: a 1984 presidential
decree approving the death sentences
for the 148, with a signature said to he
Saddam's.
“Where is the crime? Where is the
crime?” Saddam .isked. "If trying a
suspect .iccused of shooting at a head
ot state — no matter what his name is
— is considered a crime, then you
have the head of state in your hands.
Try him."
Saddam did not admit tir deny
appren ing their e.xeeutions, but stated
outright that he was solelw responsible
for their prosecution, adding that bis
seven co-defendants should be
released.
“If the chief figure makes thing
easy for you by saying he was the one
responsible, then why are you going
alter these people?” he said.
The deaths of the Shiites are one ot
the main charges against the defen
dants, who could face execution by
hanging — the same fate as most of
the 148 — if convicted.
They are on trial also for torture
and imprisonment of the Shiites, as
well as the razing of their farmlands,
in a crackdown launched after a July
8, 1982 .issassination attempt against
Saddam in the town of Diijail.
The prosecution has argued the
imprisonment and e.xeeutions were
illegal, saying the 148 were sentenced
to death in an “imaginary trial” before
Saddam’s Revolutionary CTnirt
where the defendants did not even
appear.
The crackdown, they argue, went
far beyond the actual attackers. They
have presented documents that show
entia* families — including women
and children .is young as 3 months old
— wea‘ arrested, tortured and held
for years. Those executed included at
least 10 juveniles, one as young as II,
according to the documents.
The five judges will be able to take
S.uldani's confession into account
when thev rule in the c.ise. It will be

s».
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Former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein speaks at his trial in Baghdad
Wednesday, March I, 2006. He and seven co-defendants are on trial for
torture, illegal arrests and the killing of nearly 150 people from Dujail.
up to them to decide whether bureaucracy behind the crackdown.
Saddam’s actions were illegal, since
On Wednesday, the prosecution
there is iiojury. Alter Wednesday’s ses played an audiotape of Saddam dis
sion. the trial was adjourned to March cussing the razing of the Dujail
12.
firms with a Baath Party official in
The often turbulent trial has the early 1990s and showed satellite
become more orderly in the past t\\’o photos of the flattened land.
sessions under the tough new chief
C hief prosecutor Jaafar aljudge, Raouf Abdel-Rahman, who Moussawi showed the court hand
bmke a defense team btiycott and written letters allegedly sent by
clamped down on outbursts, shouted three of the defendants days after the
insults and arguments by Saddam and assassination attempt, informing on
other defendants.
Dujail families linked to the D.iwa
The discipline could boost the Party, a Shiite opposition militia
trial’s ca'dibility, which U.S. and Iraqi accused in the attack.
orticials luipe wijl encourage Iraq’s
At least 18 o f the people named
sharply divided Shiites and Sunnis to in the letters, sent to the Interior
.iccept the verdict. But outside the Ministry, were later sentenced to
courtroom, those divisions have death. Al-Moussawi said the three
become only bloodier. Nearly 1(H) men therefore had a direct role in
people have been killed in the past their deaths.
rwo days in sectarian violence.
“M.iy my hand be cut off if I gave
The trial is alsti beginning to tack
information against anyone.” said
le the core of the c.ise against the defendant Ali I ).iyih, who allegedly
defendants, as prosecutors pmsented a wrote one of the letters. “ It’s all a
series of documents — memos,
frame-np."
deca'cs and reports fmtii Saddam’s
Two other defendants —
office and the Mukbabarat intelli
■Abdullah Kazim Ruwayyid and his
gence agency — detailing the
son Mizhar, who. like D.iyih, were
said to he local Dujail tiflicials from
Saddam's Baath Party — denied the
handwriting on the letters was
theirs.
Saddam stood to defend the men.
s.iying that even if the letters were
authentic, they were simply notify
ing authorities. “This was an
informing operation, like any
policeman when he tells something
to his station or any citizen who sees
or hears (a crime),” he said.
The prosecutor presented lists of
vehicles that transported 399 Dujail
detainees from a Baghdad facility to
a desert prison in southern Iraq in
1984. Each handwritten list includ
ed the number of the vehicle, the
driver’s name, and the names and
ages of the prisoners carried in them
— 25-40 of them in each vehicle.
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Saddam admits ordering trial o f Shiites who
were executed but insists it was not a crime
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The names included entire fami
lies — women with daughters and
sons below the age of 10, even the
name of a 3-month-old girl.
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Outdoor Gunn
continued from page 16

= Spo rts =

These are just a few facts that, 1
don’t know, totally blew me away.
How about you? Whether you’re
surfing, swimming, tanning, sight
seeing or eating seafood, it doesn’t
matter — you should be very
concerned, becuase in one way or
another, the state of our oceans
will effect us all.
So the next time that you hear
the rain clattering on your win
dow, don’t think about how clean
everything on land is going to be
when it’s over, think about how
disgustingly dirty our water-ways
are becoming. Then begin to
think about how you do some
thing about it.

Kickboxing
continued from page 16
sonality and it doesn’t matter if
your arm is raised at the end
because you did something you
didn’t think you could do.”
That attitude is something that
both Sandahl and Malatamban
want to teach to their students,
especially the 12 children involved
in the Budo-Ryu kids program.
“Teaching martial arts to kids is
important to me because this is
not a nice world,” Malatamban
said. “I understand that kids need
direction and martial arts is a way
for these kids not do things that
they feel pressured to do.”
In addition to training, BudoRyu also has an important social
atmosphere. Malatamban is famous

concerned about the status of our
oceans as well as why, for the last
20-plus years, the Surf Rider
Foundation has been actively try
ing to protect our waterways.
Fourteen billion pounds of
garbage are dumped into the
world’s oceans every year, most in
the Northern hemisphere.
• Humping one quart of motor
oil down a storm drain contami
nates 250,000 gallons of water.
• Three and a quarter million
tons of oil enter the oceans of the
world each year.
• Everything that enters a
Chris G unn is a journalism
storm drain goes directly to the
ocean. That includes litter, used senior and assistant sports editor.
oil, antifreeze, sewage, toxic You can e-mail him at
c^unn@/calpoly.edu.
chemicals, pesticides, etc.

Qossword
ACROSS
1 Weapon in
U.S./Russ.
negotiations
5 Something
picked up in a
locker room

10 “Joy of
Cooking" author 33
Rombauer
36
14 Nickelodeon’s
37
“___ the
Explorer"

Sykes’s halt to
putting on
weight?
Copy
Flair
You have to
study for them

15 Mischievous one 38 Way down
16 Us and them,
maybe
17 Weaved
16 Mountain resort

Edited by Will Shortz

26 Finger wagger’s 48 Toasting/Girl
cry
with the driedfruit trick? •
27 Late S .N .L
53
Instant
actor
31 At times/Actress 54 Go-round
55 Go bad
58 “The Dark at
the Top of the
Stairs"
playwright

42 Some hockey
20 Not jump in too
scenes
eagerly/Where
43 Olds model
the best sales
promoter shops? 44 “That was
devilish of me"
23 Not out
25 You hardly have 47 Certain
to study for it
discrimination

61 Penury

3

7

6

8

9

11
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12 13

2 Lift

3 Flick
4 Zone alternative
5 Like a fifth
wheel
6 Add moisture

7 Brief display?
9 It starts on a
Wednesday

1?

24

7
5
9
3
6
8
1
4
2

^■ 5 7 “

3Ô

41

ió
53

P4

155

58

|5r

leiT

p2

P3

J

61

Puzxl* by Jo* OIPMro

1/19i4)6(No. 0119)

29 Renaissance
philosopher
Petrus___

40 Quick, in trade
names

30 Beth for Bess,

41 Tale

eg.
32 It might follow a
cut

11 Parks and
others

33 Unhurriedly

12 Farinaceous

38 Check addition? 47 Change
49 Breather
50 Show pleasure
51 Aid’s partner

42 Like Batman
and Robin

52 Be generous

44 Golfer Hale

56 Tore

34 Equals

45 Poland Spring’s
home

35

46 Pig out

57 Org. with a
Sixth Man
Award

salt

13 Sanctuaries
22 Witnessed

23 Ed of “Roots"
24 Oarlock
27 Telecommuni
cator's request
28 Wide open

S IC K ?

uestang!
Q: Who is the silhouette
on Major League Baseball’s
logo?
Congratulations
to
Amanda Tryhorn for answer
ing last weeks Questang!
Good knowledge.
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M ini bar

55“

10 Polite speech
introduction

21 “You got that!“

for his barbecue tri-tip.
“This is not just a place to train
and workout,” Malatamban said.
“ It’s a family environment.”
The gym has been steadilygrowing over the past year. They
now have full-length mirrors,
wood and rubber foam floors,
weights, kick shields, gloves,
changing rooms, medicine balls
and punching bags.
“When we first started, we had
nothing in here,” Malatamban said.
“ Most businesses fall apart after a
year but we’re doing pretty well.”
Classes cost $50 per month or
$170 for three months. The first
two classes are free.
“This is not just a place to work
out, it’s also a social gathering, it
builds self-esteem,” Malatamban
said “I think everybody should do
this, young and old.”

As a last resort, use the
Mustang Daily as a tissue.
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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60 Ali Baba, for one ie

39 Principe’s father 63 T V princess
40 Increase
business/Run
DOWN
into little dog’s
1 Fingers
liquor?

19 “___ , old chap"

1

No. 0119

31

59 Strain
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years’ 1-888-7-AC ROSS.
Online subscriptions' Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes com/learning/xwords
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Day C am ps seek
Summer Counselors
Lifeguards, Instructors for Horseback
Riding, Gym, Fishing, Canoeing,
Farm Anim als, Rock C lim b in g ,
Music/Drama, Nature, Crafts & more!
$3000 $3600 t

San Fernando/Conejo Valleys
Work with Children!

• Manager Felipe Alou of the
San Francisco Giants hinted
Wednesday that Barry Bonds
might not be ready to play his
first exhibition game until
Sunday. “Barry will tell me
when he's ready.” Alou said.
• Long considered a bell
wether state for mixed martial
arts because o f its large fan
base, California became the lat
est to approve the sport on
Dec. 28, when the state athlet
ics commission lifted a ban on
fights outside American Indian
lands, ending a five-year regula
tory battle.
The first legal fight is
planned for March 10 in San
Jose and will include former
Ultimate Fighting champion
Frank Shamrock, possibly the
biggest name in the sport.
Thirty or so others are expect
ed for later this year.

888 784-CAMP

-

Assiviated Ihess

w w w.workatcam p.com

SLOTOWNBAMnSIOr
$11 HAIRCUTS

Tues-Thur 7afrv6pm
Frhsat
8;30afTv6pm

Mark Roetker
805.543.9744

1261 Laurel Lane
San Lws Obispo. CA 93401

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Sophm ore student seeking
lab or research assistant position
in biology or chem istry field.

HELP WANTED

CAMPUS CLUBS

LOST AND FOUND

STAYINdi IN SLO THIS SUMMER &
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON CAMPUS?

wviAv.slorentals.com

Found M P3 player near

FUN - S U M M E R CA M P JO B S

fisher science (8 0 5 ) 7 5 6 -2 4 9 9

Conference and Event Planning

w w w .daycam pjobs.com /slo

D on't take 2nd best!
1 & 2 bdrm s avail.

Please call: (4 0 8 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3

is hiring 1 1 -1 5 staff for su m m er
conferencing season. Training

LA Area S u m m e r C a m p s
w w w .daycam pjobs.com /slo

begins in late April. Seeking
hard-working, responsible, and

$10 per hour Child Support
Services is looking for clerks to
assist staff who m anage child
support custom er service, and
establishm ent and enforcem ent
activities. M ust have com puter
and com m unication skills.
Spanish speaking is a plus.
M ust be able to work 2 0 hours
oer week, and pass a throrough
background investigation.
(8 0 5 ) 7 8 1 -5 7 3 0

TRAVEL

Call 8 0 5 5 4 4 -3 9 5 2

Found gucci sunglasses outside
bldg. 14 on fri, feb. 10

Rodm Available Spring Quarter

call (8 0 5 ) 4 7 9 -3 3 1 2

lO m in to CalPoly. Own bedroom

positive individuals who enjoy

RO SAR ITO SPRING BREAK
ULTIM ATE VACATION PACKAG ES

working in a fun, fast-paced team
setting. Cashier and cu stom er ser

S TA R T @ $ 5 9 . PARTY S C H E D U L E -

vice experience preferred. Optional

H O TE L A C C O M O D A TIO N S FREE FO OD - C O N C E R T S -

sum m er housing at highly reduced
rate. Flexible hours.

LAGUNA BEACH C A S T M E M B E R S -

P T/F T available. $ 7 .0 0 -9 .0 0 / h o u r.

1 -8 8 8 -2 9 5 -9 6 6 9

Great internship opportunity!
Fed Work Study positions open.

¿laMlflad Ad« WebsRa

www.m exicospringbreak.com

Apps. and job descriptions in bldg
1 1 6 rm 2 1 1 , M-F 8 -4 :3 0 p m

Featured Ads, graphics, website

or on M ustang Jobs online.

w ww.m ustangdaily.net

Due 3 / 1 0 / 0 6 . (8 0 5 ) 7 5 6 -7 6 0 0

Jokes & quotes FREE! 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

links, and m ore...

and bathroom . $ 5 0 0 per/ mo
■Futilities. (8 0 5 ) 7 8 2 -9 5 5 6

Keys found to Scion
Call Bryan 2 3 4 -4 3 3 7
REW ARD for Lost Robotics Club

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@ slohom es.com

Sandwich board (8 3 1 ) 8 6 9 -8 7 6 8
Reward for Lost Cannon Powershot
Digital Cam era at Marti's 1/7
Call Beth @ (7 7 5 ) 5 4 4 -2 6 7 2
Found I-Pod mini on Frederick St.
early. Please call (7 6 0 ) 8 0 7 -4 4 3 3

CAMPUS CLUBS
Polycultural Winter Formal

Lost High School Ring; silver w/
blue stone. (8 0 5 ) 5 5 0 -4 1 4

Saturday, March 4.
Tickets on sale now @ UU Plaza!

Lost and Found ads are FREE!

Sports

Sports editor: Fnuik Stranzl •
Assistant sports editor: C'iiris Ciunn

Thursday, March 2, 2006
www.nuistangdaily.net
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Health, strength, kickboxing

Rain, nmoíF
and hepatitis
COMMENTARY

[e n n ife r H all
M UM ANC; DAILY

With all the growing trends of
dieting and exercising over the last
few years, the sport of kickboxing
has become a popular means of a
cardio workout.
This increase in interest is music
to the ears of people like Eric
Sandahl, owner and instructor of
the Hudo-Ryu School of Martial
Arts in San Luis Obispo.
The training center opened in
March 200.S and offers classes m
muay-thai kickboxing, shotokan
karate and Japanese sword fight
ing.
“ Kickboxing seems to be grow
ing all the time,” Sandahl, 27, said.
“ Part of the reason is instant grat
ification. You’ll see and feel results
with kickboxing right away.”
lludo-ILyu has grown to
iccommodate 40 to 00 patrons
throughout the week. They offer
classes every day except Saturd.iys,
including kids programs and adult
classes that accomodate people
frtmi age 17 to late 40s.
“ We have all these different
martial artists that come here
because they all feel welcome
here,” Sandahl said. “ We try to
give more of the cultural a"spect
of things and be more relaxed.”
The kickboxing classes are
available for all skill levels. The
one-hour class includes punching
and kicking drills, stretching,
strength conditioning, an ab
workout and develops strong
muay-thai basics.
“ Kickboxing is really cardio
oriented,” Sandahl said. “We’re
technically oriented as well and

W

C!alifornia.
“ Having someone competing
gives the gym a little more credibilitv,” Sandahl said.
.
The competition
was only his sixth
and he has been
training in muay thai
kickboxing for three
years.
“ I haven’t fought
for a year so I’m kind
o f dusting myself
off,” Sandahl said.
“ It’s kind of a build
ing process, you fight
and then you start going up for
titles.”
Amateur kickboxing consists of
three, two-minute rounds with a
one-m inute rest in between.
C'ompetitors are matched up
based on weight, competitive
bouts and experience.
“(T)inpeting is interesting. It
takes months and months,”
Sandahl said. “You wake up some
mornings and you just don’t want
to do it anymore, but you get up
and go to the gym and do what
needs to be done. You keep going
and going.”
The scoring system ftir kick
boxing is similar to regular box
ing. Each competitor starts with
10 points and tries to keep their
points while taking points away
from their opponent. I’oints are
deduced for letting the opponent
control the ring, landing concur
rent blows, standing eight counts,
and blows to the head or legs.
“('om petm g makes me strive to
be better," Sandahl said. “ It works
on the weaknesses in inv own per-

hen I think o f human
impact, I think of
places
like
Los
Angeles, New York and San
Francisco. Hig cities with big popu
lations. huge landfills and air that
some day might cast their popula
tions into hospitals with lung prob
lems similar to lifetime smokers.
1 don’t mean to be melodramat
ic, but when I think of San Luis
Obispo County, pollution is not the
first thing that comes to mind. It’s
long coast lines lined with wild
grasses, rocky volcanic terrain,
dunes in the south and pines on the
sea in the north.
I think of fresh air, the salty sea,
blue skies and, yet after it rains I go
online and look at the surf report
and am greeted with a poor water
quality caution. If you do not know
what a poor water quality caution
is, well, it is essentially a flag on the
surf line report that represents poor
water quality at the particular
beach you are looking at.
It is more or less a reminder that
there are large amounts of pollu
tants in the water on the Central
C'oast after heavy rains. Whether
those pollutants are pesticides from
local non-organ ic growers or
untreated sewage from the extraor
dinary amount of septic systems m
San Luis Obispo CTninty, it doesn’t
matter. Either way. it’s there and it’s
a shame.
Did you know that you can con
tract Hepatitis A from swimming in
contaminated
ocean
water?
Hepatitis A is contracted through
oral fecal contact. Yah, that’s one
for the books and sure it’s great that
they warn you about this on most
surfing sites. Hut think about it, the
local population knows about the
problem, yet seemingly does noth
ing about it. I )on’t get me wrong, it
is not just the (^Mitral (Tiast.
It’s all of the C^ilifornia coastline
we have to be concerned about,
and just so you know, sewage
runoff is not a problem in places
like North ('arolina. In fact, in
North ('arolin.i, large storms are a
surfer's dream.
Here are few facts from
w w w.Surtshot.com that gi\e .i little
insight into why we should all be
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Kickboxing is beginning to find a large following of people in San Luis Obispo County looking to find a
good cardio workout that yields results.

people see results after a few school,” Sandahl said. “ It’s quite
weeks both in technical and phys- intense. 1 felt really awkward
because the kids knew thai boxing
ical appearance.”
Sandahl began train
ing in karate when he ,1^
was 14 with sensei
Don
Wilson
in
C'ambria. Since then,
he has traveled to
Thailand four times to
train at the Sian
Number One muaythai kickboxing camp
along with the chief
instructor and trainer
for Hudo-Ryu, Albert
better than 1 did.”
Malatamban.
Sandahl has trained for over
“ In Thailand, if you don’t fight,
then you don’t eat or go to three months in Thailand for six
to seven hours per day, six days a
week. He feels that the training
enables him to give a more wellrounded education to his own stu
dents.
“ We want people to learn why
they’re doing this and how to
apply it,” Sandahl said. “We try to
pay more attention to detail.”
Malatamban has been practicing
martial arts for over 30 years and
after meeting up with Sandahl he
began training at lJudo-Kyu.
“ I’ve always liked being a
teacher,” Malatamban said. “ 1 was
an ok fighter, but what i found I
have a niche for is training fight
ers.”
Malatamban currently trains
middleweight Sandahl, super middleweights Ryan O u z and Puck
Stolberg, ami his youngest song
/.eah.
( (U RiI vv m olo
Sandahl recently won the
During a fight. Each fighter .starts with 10 points and points are
(\ilifornia Muay T hai Associ.ition
deducted for letting the opponent control the ring, landing ronciir- (Tiampionship for the U).3-weight
rent blows, standing eight counts, and blows to the head or legs.
class on leb. 1.3 m W hittier,

Part o f the reason is instant
gratiiication.'Vbu’ll see and
feel results right away.

